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About This Game

Get closer than ever before to the world of adrenaline pumping sky-racing where flyboys can test and master their flying and
combat skills against the deadliest opponents!

Admire amazingly detailed terrains. Unlock state-of-the-art planes and personalize them with unique racing skins.
Be the first on the single and multiplayer challenges, where possibilities are limited only by your own imagination.

The goal is simple: If you can’t overtake them, shoot them down!

Key Features:

Eight Modern Planes to Fly: Choose from eight modern, state-of-the art airplanes turned into killing machines, each
with four different skins for a total of 32 unique racing skins.

Six Power-ups! Capture up to two different powers in your plane’s arsenal, then collect upgrades to increase the
strength of those existing powers. Strategy becomes key as you must choose which powers to keep, which ones to
upgrade and which ones to convert into Boost energy

Stunning Visuals: Race through scenic venues like the Grand Canyon, Alaskan Terrain and Hawaiian Islands, created
with beautiful, vibrant colors.

8-person Multiplayer: Take your friends down online in this fast and furious battle.
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Three Unique Game Modes: Power Race Mode is high-speed racing paired with power-ups; Speed Race Mode where
players navigate the course through ring targets that accelerates plane speed and Survival Mode where pilots race against
the countdown clock and each other.
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Title: SkyDrift
Genre: Indie, Racing
Developer:
Digital Reality
Publisher:
HandyGames
Release Date: 21 Nov, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: x86 or x64 bit versions of Microsoft Windows XP/Vista/Win7

Processor: AMD/Intel dual-core processor running at 2.0 GHz

Memory: 1GB for MS Windows XP and 1.5GB for MS Windows Vista/Win7

Hard Disk Space: 1GB

Video Card: ATI/nVidia graphic card with at least 128MB of dedicated VRAM and with at least DirectX 9.0c and Shader
Model 3.0 support. ATI Radeon HD 3600 series and NVIDIA Geforce 8600GT

DirectX®: 9.0c, June 2010 update

Sound: Integrated or dedicated DirectX 9 compatible soundcard.

English,French,German,Italian
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